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Neil H. Ekblom, Esq.
Mr. Ekblom is a healthcare transaction and litigation attorney
admitted in New York, New Jersey and Florida. A former state
prosecutor, Mr. Ekblom’s initial involvement in healthcare focused on
Fraud and Abuse (state and federal Stark and Anti-Kickback statutes,
corporate practice of medicine and fee splitting) and contract review
for regulatory compliance. His firm has branched out to assist
ophthalmologists and other specialists, their practices and ASCs with
transactional representation involving employment, sales, private
equity, and hospital agreements. In New York and New Jersey, his
firm is well known for defending ophthalmologists in malpractice,
credentialing and disciplinary matters. He is a member of American
Health Lawyers Association (AHLA) and has spoken at the AAO
annual meetings on several prior occasions on the above topics.
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Glenn P. Prives, Esq.
Mr. Prives is a Partner in the Healthcare and Corporate Departments
at Greenbaum, Rowe, Smith & Davis LLP. He concentrates his legal
practice in healthcare law. His experience encompasses hospitalphysician alignment, joint ventures and the drafting and negotiation
of contractual agreements. He also counsels clients on a variety of
healthcare regulatory matters, including Stark, Anti-Kickback, state
self-referral laws, fraud and abuse, HIPAA, health care reform,
Medicare and Medicaid issues, coverage and overpayment issues,
compliance, regulatory and due diligence reviews, licensure and
certification issues, the corporate practice of medicine and feesplitting laws. Mr. Prives represents a wide range of healthcare
clients, including physician groups, ambulatory surgery centers,
ancillary service providers and healthcare management companies.
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Chronology of Practice Sale
• Preparation for Sale: Beautification and Valuation by Seller
Focus on recent income trend
• Confidentiality or Non-Disclosure Agreement
Keep interest, terms, discussions and business records confidential
• Letter of Intent
Nonbinding but characterizing definitive deal
• Due Diligence Documentation
What buyer needs from seller to assess overhead and profitability
• Asset Purchase Agreement/Stock Purchase Agreement
The definitive agreement on asset purchase
• Employment or Consulting Agreement for Seller?
• CLOSING
Keeping the Seller in the new practice?
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Preparation for Sale
q Preparation for sale to physician or other practice
̶ Don’t rush it. Set aside time for professional input
̶ Office appearance and location- impact perception
̶ Avoid costly IT software, hardware, EHR upgrades

q Financial Performance
A. Physician Income- Important for acquisition
• Compare survey data income with MGMA or AMGA- (Reporting bias)
• Discuss maximization with accountant

B. Revenue
• To purchasers declining revenue = declining practice
• Determine if less than for peers and reasons
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Preparation for Sale
B. Revenue (cont’d)
• Analyze: productivity
1. # of patients seen
2. # of procedures performed
3. CPT codes applied

• Coding: Are you under-coding?
Easy revenue enhancement
• Use practice consultant
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Preparation for Sale
C. Billing and Collections
•
•
•

Collecting co-payments
Financial policies for patients
Review explanation of benefits (EOBs) from top payors

D. Overhead
•
•
•

Overhead percentage = ratio of overhead to revenue
Largest component: salaries and benefits
Compare to MGMA data

E. Increasing Productivity
• Ancillary services
• Extended office hours
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Additional Preparation for Sale
Regulatory Self-Assessment
q Review practice compliance matters
q Buyer will review during due diligence, and you do not want to
waste time and money at that point
q Remedy issues before disclosure
q Buyer may require disclosure to close the deal
q Violations of law can be exceptions to Non-Disclosure Agreements
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Additional Preparation for Sale
Regulatory Self-Assessment
q Federal and state self-referral laws
q Federal and state anti-kickback laws
q Billing and coding (“up” coding and incorrect use of modifiers)
q Improper billing for physician extender
q Billing when charting is incomplete
q Compliance Plans and HIPAA Plans
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Sale of Practice- Seller’s Side
Use professionals - early and often
q Valuation expert- appraise practice and location. Third-party
analysis has objective and market driven standards.
q Let attorney draft letter of intent
a)Problem: essential terms in letters of intent required. Transactional attorney needed
before discussions with potential buyers.
b)Representation Problems
o Agreeing to representations and warranties without CPA or attorney input.
o Requiring buyer to agree to certain representations and warranties.
Big ones: License, government programs, and discipline.
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Sale of Practice- Seller’s Side (cont’d)
q Are current third-party contracts assignable?
̶ Office lease, EHR system, equipment, employment agreements. Get
attorney to review, amend, or exclude leases and contracts from sale
terms.

q Buyer’s credit risk
̶ Need independent review of buyer’s credit rating, history.
̶ Secure loan (but not to the transferred practice; what if practice fails?).
Security should be unrelated to practice.
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Liabilities and non-competition clauses
q Buyer to assume all liabilities expressly
̶ Want express assumption plus list of liabilities assumed, plus
indemnification for seller.

q Non-competition clauses- two forms, internal/external
̶ Useful to buyer whether seller is staying on or immediately exiting.
̶ Seller should negotiate duration and scope of restrictive covenants with
specificity.
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More on Non-Competition Clauses
q 2 Key Documents
̶ Purchase Agreement
̶ Post-Closing Employment Agreement
q State law on restrictive covenants must be reviewed
̶ Permissibility of a restrictive covenant
̶ Enforceability
̶ Parameters
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More on Non-Competition Clauses
q

Purchase Agreement
̶ The restricted period will be tied to the closing date of the transaction, not the last day of a
provider’s employment post-closing nor to the date on which the provider sells all of the provider’s
rollover equity
̶ The restricted period will typically be longer then the restricted period in the provider’s post-closing
employment agreement and the restricted period in the rollover equity governing agreement
̶ The scope of the definition of a competing business is extremely important
̶ The scope of the restricted territory is extremely important
̶ Small ownership of a publicly traded company is typically carved out
̶ A seller needs to carve out any other preexisting activities that may implicate the restrictive
covenant
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More on Non-Competition Clauses
q Purchase Agreement
̶ The non-solicitation clause will typically apply to employees, independent
contractors, patients and referral sources
̶ With respect to employees, is the clause merely a non-solicit or also a
non-hire clause?
̶ Is there an exception for general advertisements and/or any restrictions?
̶ Is there a restricted lookback period on employees, independent
contractors, patients and/or referral sources?
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More on Non-Competition Clauses
q Purchase Agreement
̶ There may be a restriction prohibiting the provider’s interference with the
buyer’s business relationships, particularly if the specialty is facility-based
̶ There may be a non-disparagement clause
• Negotiate to make this mutual
• Carve out witness testimony
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More on Non-Competition Clauses
q Post-closing Employment Agreement
̶ The restricted period will be tied to the last day of a provider’s
employment post-closing, not the closing date of the initial transaction
̶ The restricted period will typically be shorter then the restricted period in
the purchase agreement
̶ The scope of the definition of a competing business is extremely
important
̶ The scope of the restricted territory is extremely important
̶ Small ownership of a publicly traded company is typically carved out
̶ A seller needs to carve out any other preexisting activities that may
implicate the restrictive covenant
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More on Non-Competition Clauses
q All agreements
̶ Blue pencil doctrine
̶ Equitable relief
̶ Liquidated damages
̶ Legal fees
̶ What happens if the buyer breaches an agreement?
̶ What happens if the buyer terminates the provider post-closing without
cause?
̶ What happens if the provider terminates the provider’s post-closing
employment agreement for good reason?
̶ What happens if the buyer attempts to enforce the restrictive covenant
and does not prevail?
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Representations and Warranties
q Purpose – Contain extensive statements covering compliance with laws and
the state of operations
q Designed to get clear statements from Seller on conditions
q Remember to schedule clarifications
q Where fights can occur:
̶ When and where to insert knowledge qualifiers
̶ Look back period (3-6 years in most cases)
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Holdbacks
q Holdbacks on purchase amount
̶ Negotiate control over escrowed funds, duration, trigger events.
̶ Resolution procedure
̶ Interest bearing account

q Prevent indefinite transaction hold-up
̶ Termination clause to limit time buyer has to line-up financing
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More on Holdbacks
q Escrows of 5%-15% of transaction value not uncommon
q Representations and Warranties insurance typically too expensive

q If a holdback, where will the money go and could it be
subject to subordination?
q How long will it be held?
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Indemnification
q Survival Periods (R&W)
̶ General: 12-18 months
̶ Fundamental: Unlimited
̶ Taxes/Benefits: SOL + 60-90 days
̶ Health Care: SOL = 60-90 days or 3-5 years (depending upon negotiations)
q Caps
̶ Purchase Price
̶ No cap, generally, on breaches of covenants or breaches of fundamental R&W
̶ Higher caps, generally, on breaches of health care R&W
q Baskets – tipping or filling
q Materiality Scrape – should materiality provisions from representations and
warranties apply when calculating damages?
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Ask Accountant
q Tax impact of transaction
• Stock or Asset Sale?
• CPA needed for complex tax considerations
• Allocating assets for tax purposes
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Goodwill
Tangible assets
Intangibles
Non-competition agreements

How to handle “goodwill” from both sides: long-term capital gains rate
Difference between value of fully depreciated asset and sale price is
taxed at ordinary income rates.
Bottom-line: Structure sale to maximize benefits, minimize tax burden.
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Ask Accountant (cont’d)
q Asset vs. Entity Sales (cont’d)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Entity sale- long-term capital gain treatment for seller’s sale of stock.
Asset sale- tax treatment depends on category.
Tax form 8594, asset allocation statement same on both returns.
Entity rules make asset sales more advantageous.
In stock acquisition, purchase price not deductible or amortizable.
In asset sale, depreciation and amortization allowed.
Tug of war between buyer and seller over amount of depreciation
Seller wants more goodwill, but buyer must amortize.
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Seller Staying On
q Post-Sale Employment
•
•
•
•
•

Seller staying on- but for what purpose?
Negotiate employment or IC agreement along with sale.
Determine value of staying on.
Complete break from management vs. managerial role.
Current employees and support staff considerations:
employment agreements; compensation;
administrator; biller, etc.
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Post-Closing
q Post closing default by buyer
̶ Groundwork laid for default consequences before closing- curtailing
optimism
̶ Grace periods and waiver

q Disputes involving ongoing purchase considerations- hospital
purchases
̶ Billing and collection issues dictating seller’s compensation
̶ Third-party dispute resolution without need for litigation or arbitration
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Buyer’s Diligence
q Purchase of a practice- Buyer’s side
̶ On site inspection
• Interview of owner and administrator

̶ Importance of letter of intent; with professional input
• Sets out major purchase provisions
• Determines timetable; prevents seller’s continued marketing

̶ Purchase price
• Seller’s valuation report
• 3 or more years’ returns and financial statements
• Accountant for the buyer
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Buyer’s Diligence
q Buyer’s due diligence
̶ Includes review of all agreements and liabilities to be assumed
̶ Lease analysis, employment agreements, assignability of contracts

q Patient and billing logistics
̶ Patient demographics, billing realization, transfer of billing receipts to
seller after sales date, notification to patients, coverage of current
appointment calendar, patient information hotline.
̶ Exactly when is patient care transferred
̶ Union patients and new provider IDs
̶ Third-party pay or logistics
̶ Need for seller cooperation
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Buyer’s Diligence
q Seller’s liabilities and creditors
• Express assumption of only certain liabilities or none
• Asset acquisition more fully protects physician
purchaser
• Need for indemnification and Hold Harmless provision
against seller’s liabilities not assumed
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Challenges Resulting From Covid-19
q Medicare Advanced Payments - treated as debt for purposes of the transaction
q CARES Act Provider Relief Funds – terms and conditions are evolving and
uncertain
̶ Funds received between April 10, 2020-June 30, 2020: use by June 30,
2021 and report from July 1, 2021-September 30, 2021
̶ Funds received between July 1, 2020-December 31, 2020: use by
December 31, 2021 and report from January 1, 2022-March 31, 2022
̶ Funds received between January 1, 2021-June 30, 2021: use by June 30,
2022 and report from July 1, 2022-September 30, 2022
̶ Funds received between July 1, 2021-December 31, 2021: use by
December 31, 2022 and report from January 1, 2023-March 31, 2023
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Challenges Resulting From Covid-19
q If the transaction is a purchase of the recipient entity (e.g., a
purchase of its stock or membership interests), then the Provider
Relief Fund recipient may continue to use the funds, regardless of
its new owner
q If the transaction is an asset purchase (whether for some or all of
the Provider Relief Fund recipient's assets), then the original
recipient must use the funds for its eligible expenses and lost
revenues and return any unused funds to HHS as the Provider
Relief Fund money does not transfer to the buyer
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